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Abstract: The research paper analyzes the effect of shock
advertising on the buying behaviour of consumer. Behavioural
scientists confirmed that there is positive effect of shock
techniques in advertisement influences the buying behaviour of
consumer. The research paper analyzes the shock advertisement
components which have a negative attitude or positive attitude of
shock advertisement and its effect on buying behaviour of
consumer. Literature reviews have shows that positive consumer
attitudes and negative consumer attitudes related to shock
advertisements are affected by cultural and socio-demographic
factors such as religiosity, age, moral code of conduct, gender,
individualism and collectivism, and language of high context or
language of low context. The theoretical model is made related to
social-cultural factors and socio-demographic factors, buying
behaviour of consumer, and the perception of consumer related
to shock advertisement. The research finding suggests that the
content of shock in advertisement enhances the benefit memory,
attention and affect the consumer behaviour.
Keywords: Shocking advertising, consumer perception,
cultural-social factors, socio-demographic factors, consumer
buying behaviour.

I.

INTRODUCTION:

Zeb and Javed (2011), states that “the unexpected factor is
main part that changes a normal advertisement into a shock
advertisement”. Long time ago, shock advertisement became
one of the best ways to get consumer attention. Chan et al.
(2007) discloses that the shock advertisement is readily
available in media for last over 25 years. Sabri (2012) states
that shock advertisement initiated through crisis of AIDS in
1980. Earlier the shock advertisement began through United
Colours of Benetton organization. They surprised through
controversial ads the entire planet. The main supporting
element of the company has always been the shock
advertising. Tattar & Crestanello (2010) states that in
international markets, this was the significant marketing
explanations and it provided the achievement for the
organization. For an organization it is very much significant
to know the effect of shock ad to purchasing behaviour of
purchaser to enhance the profit. The link between the
purchasing behaviour of purchaser and shock ad has not
been explored.
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The hypothetical learning requires a complete analysis,
component simplification, and proper recognition which
affect the purchasing behaviour of purchasers. The research
paper finds out a methodical approach for numerous
researchers to the effect of shock ad to purchaser‟s trading
performance. In the latest trend where consumers are
watching more than 3000 ads/day (Lasn, 1999), ads are
noticed through astonishment content. Although people‟s
belief are different whether surprise content is genuine
imaginative method (Van Munching, 1998; Shannon, 1995)
or a unwarranted grabbing publicity stunt (Van Munching,
1998; Horovitz, 1992). It is obvious reality that surprise is
hugely applied ad request (Scholossberg, 1991; Cosper,
1997; Vagnoni, 1999; Shannon, 1995; Wald, 1999; Van
Munching, 1998).
It has got its separate own name as yobbo ad due to its
creativeness in UK. It is meant as the desire to shock the
audience so they can take consideration through any means
(Cooper, 1996). The research paper examines the efficiency
of shock ad matter in the communications of community
services. Advertisements with outrageous contents are used
get notice of customers. This is done with the anticipation
that if the advertisement is seen then positive action will
take place. Lot of organizations are using these methods
quite often do so thinking that these shock demand will
affect the purchasing conduct of customer. In declaration of
public services, it is always expected that the astonished
request will get attention, enhance cognitive dealing out and
have positive result on the consumers‟ behaviour e.g.
driving and drinking, use of condom. The research part in
this research paper is to know whether these effects are
produced by astonished request, and make them improved
than others.
Shock Advertising:
Shock advertising is started intentionally rather than
unintentionally surprise and upset all its audience (Yssel and
Gustafson, 1994; Abi-Hanna and Venkat, 1995). Sin is
drawn out through the development of rule violation,
includes disobedience of laws or customs like obscenity,
offensive sexual situations, violation of a ethical or
communal signs e.g. offensiveness or blasphemy or the
things that wrath the substantial or ethical senses like
unwarranted violence, abhorrent images etc.
Some of the product ads purposefully violate societal norms
and behaviour, to give astonishment to audience. The
advertisement of Benetton and Calvin Klein which shows
photographs of a dying patient with AIDS, bloodied uniform
of slain soldier, and a white newborn taken care on a breast
of black women.
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The ads have won many honours for increasing community
consciousness of community matters but it also aggravated
people‟s annoyance and purchaser criticisms (Kalish, 1990;
Graham, 1989; Tinic, 1997;). Calvin Klein‟s ads with
outrageous graphics (Dalrymple and Goodrum, 1990) are of
typical of vulgar nature were aimed by political groups and
government meant for their utilization of offensive images
(DeCoursey and Sloan, 1995). Promotions for Public health
comprise of item of community analysis (Eisner, 2001). In a
community wellbeing situation, surprise pleas have as well
been used to dishearten alcohol ill-treatment, promote AIDS
awareness, and encourage seat belt safety, domestic violence
awareness, STD prevention, and colorectal cancer screening
(Tylee, 1998; Bainbridge, 1996; Schlossberg, 1991;
Marketing Week, 1995; Campaign, 1995).
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW:

Shock ad thing is with the aim and efforts to disclose
viewers by deliberately breaking rules for community
principles and individual morals. It is the custom breach
characteristics of the surprise appeal with the aim of
presume to lie beneath its capability to shatter through ad
disarray and incarcerate the consideration of a target
listeners who then pay attention and works on the associated
message. Rule infringement attainment from the breach of
mutual prospect that individuals build up all the way
through community knowledge progression.
When people interrelate with community groups, they find
out the rule that groups classify for satisfactory and
satisfactory performance (Byme and Baron, 1977). The
choice of adequate behaviours described by rules is utilized
to assess individuals, conducts, objects, and information
(Sherif and Sherif, 1969). Ad is estimated by rules and is
measured unpleasant while its content violates rules for
superior flavour, decency, artistic politeness, & individual
ethical principles (Day, 1991). Sony activity used repulsive
and aggressive imagery in a picture portrayed a dissected
dead body on a mortuary lump and violated norms for good
taste and decency (Marketing Week, 1999). Dreadful Frog
Brewery violated rules by means of vulgarity in an ad with
the intention of show an offensive sign completed by a frog
with the intention of its middle finger increased (Advertising
Age, 1996).
Research on sex in advertising presumed that the matter is
unpleasant or unlikeable. It rarely finds the complete effect
of how a „sexy‟ ad impacts the customer (Courtney,
Whipple, 1983; cf. Belch, Belch, and, Villarreal, 1987).
Study on unpleasant ad concentrates on probably unpleasant
goods like ad of alcohol, underwear, and womanly
cleanliness than on nasty ad message (e.g., Waller, 1999).
Persons believe main forms of matter unpleasant (e.g.
chauvinist, xenophobic, indecent language; Waller, 1999)
but not how they answer to a known ad.
Study on annoying ad demonstrate that some products
classes (e.g. haemorrhoid arrangements) are fundamentally
annoying and some advertising execution characteristics like
personal put-downs or contrived situations increase
frustration (Aaker, 1985), but it does not put forward
whether annoying ad is disagreeable or what effect it may
have on customer performance.
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Shock ad matter and Cognitive giving out:
Advertising companies rationalize surprise demands in a
publicity supposed intended for their capability towards split
through the disorder, get observed, and obtain customer‟s
attention (Vagnoni, 1999). The model of advertising
information processing said that outrageous motivations pull
towards you consciousness as well as make possible former
basics of cognition (McGuire, 1978). Shocking stimuli
should enhance message retention, make possible
communication understanding as well as amplification, and
persuade activities. Early dealing out of a promotion in
sequence involves a cognitive assessment to uncover
whether the commercial disobeys a communal or individual
custom.
An occurrence or object like ad that deny an recognized
anticipation or scheme like communal or private rule causes
shock (Reisenzein, Martini, and Stienmeier-Pelster, 1995).
Shock is a vital partition of the procedure as it begins the
giving out of promotional in sequence. It attracts attention to
the novel stimulus or event (Meyer, Niepel, Rudolph, and
Schotzwohl, 1991). By focussing attention on the stimulus,
surprise enhances additional processing of an advertising
content, an idea lifted by research on expectancy
disconfirmation theory. Persons engage in higher levels of
attribution consideration for unforeseen i.e. amazing
compared to normal procedures (Greenberg and
Pyszczynski, 1981). Disclosure encourages cognitive action
as persons require recognizing the foundation of their
disclosure.
The extra dispensation of ad in sequence obtains the
appearance of understanding, an appropriate thoughtful of
the communication, description, the creation of good or
information associated beliefs (Leavitt and Greenwald,
1984). The abruptness, strangeness and other extent of
motivation originality shows the descriptions persuade
cognitive procedures that create vigorous belongings on
reminiscence (Childers and Heckler, 1992; Srull and Lynch,
1982; Jaworski, Moorman, and MacInnis, 1991). The impact
of cognitive dispensation on manners are weaker and not
well recognized (Ambler and Vakratsas, 1999), but the
assumptions is with the purpose of appalling ad comfortable
be a focus for attention and draw out cognitive giving out a
improved possibility of draw out appropriate manners as
evaluate to ads with the purpose of have fewer achievement
or at touching individuals from side to side phases of
information giving out.
Shocking Advertising Elements:
The outrageous ad varies from drawing viewers to unlawful
action endorsement. Dahl et al. (2003) abridged shock
advertising as sexual references, repulsive descriptions,
blasphemy/obscenity, offensiveness, religious taboos, and
ethical impoliteness. Dahl et al. (2003) prepared a main
giving to the studies of outrageous ads.
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Table 1: Different types of shock appeal

The outcome of Dahl et al. (2003), based on Paul and
Vezina (1994); Bryne and Baron (1977); Petersson and
Andersson (2004), Houston and Childers (1984), shows a
significant involvement to outrageous ads while the main
mechanism of outrageous ads were recognized. Outrageous
ads contain ambiguity, uniqueness, and disobedience of
rules and unmentionables. Petersson and Andersson (2004)
shows the benefits of these three mechanisms by means of
details as uniqueness is the major confront of promoterspromotions which is same as to previous ads may misplace
outrageous promotional authority in spite of of its substance
in it. Vagueness in promotion reasons a group of ads
sympathetic in purchaser`s mind. According to different
researchers, vagueness can increase a outrageous level and
encouragement with no vagueness is not careful and
discarded. Disobedience of unmentionables & rules are
implicit as an exacting law that human beings have to go
after. Pettersson and Andersson (2004), Dahl et al. (2003),
and Paul and Vezina (1994) states that surprise methods are
successful while ad shows what is normally taken as
unmentionable. So, outrageous ads definitely hold these
things.
The literature shows that these three things of outrageous ad
results in a negative or positive outlook on outrageous ad
(Sabi, 2012; Dens et al., 2008), has not arrived at a
harmony. Sabri (2012) and Krstic (2007) say that outrageous
ads negatively or positively persuade customers‟ kindness or
hostility for outrageous ads. Many scientists like Pettersson
and Andersson (2004), based on Paul and Vezina (1994);
Sabri (2012) and Krstic (2007) interprets that outrageous
promotion has optimistic poignant affect on customer
insight of outrageous promotion. Dahl et al. (2003);
Petttersson and Andersson (2004); Obermiller and Sabri
(2011), based on Ortegas (2011); Dens et al. (2008); TissierDesbordes and Manceau (2006) discuss about outrageous
promotion unenthusiastic poignant affect on customer
insight of outrageous promotion.
According to Andersson and Pettersson (2004), an
unenthusiastic sentiment comes up in relation to disobeying
regulations, philosophy or careless behaviour, personal or
public norms. Ortega-S (2011) had a profound methodology
to outrageous ad and disputes that negative sentiments give
confidence to customers to purchase promoted goods to
eliminate negative sentiments. Negative customer outlook
on outrageous promotion is correlated with ethical,
communal customs and unmentionables. Scientists
recommended socio-demographic and cultural-social issues
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as the significant factors in finding outrageous promotions
and customer purchasing actions.
Cultural-social factors and Socio-demographic Influence
on customer insight of outrageous endorsement:
Study established that negative or positive customer
approaches to scandalous promotion is affected by culturalsocial factors and socio-demographic factors like ethical
beliefs, spiritual, gender, age, collectivism-individualism,
low-high situation verbal communication. This investigation
was originated by Hwa & Prendergast (2002); Sengupta &
Dahl (2008); Andersson & Pettersson (2004); Dahl et al.
(2008); Sawang (2010); Hofstede‟s (1991); on the basis of
Liu
et
al.
(2009),
Sabri
(2012);
Brugiere and Barry (2011). Scientists have understanding
that, customer insight of outrageous promotion is affected
by poignant ambivalence, religiosity, age, gender, ethical
ideologies, uniqueness-collectivism enriching measurements
and low-high background verbal communication. It is
established that holiness persuades more unenthusiastic
approach to outrageous attitude to shocking advertising
while holiness shows promise to be pragmatic (Sabri, 2012)
and ethical philosophy has a negative effect on purchasing
activities of customers (Pettersson & Anderrson, 2004). In
many cases, the customer will not discontinue with
promoted products, still if promotion ruptures ethical or
communal philosophy (Barry & Brugiere, 2011).
Sabri (2012); Hwa and Prendergast (2002); Barry and
Brugiere (2011); Liu et al. (2009); states that grown-up
customers decline the promoted products. Dahl et al. (2009)
and Dahl and Sengupta (2008); confirmed that outrageous
promotion has a unenthusiastic effect on women rather than
men. Regarding social-cultural descriptions in purchasing
habits of customers, Sawang (2010) established that stronger
socialism affect unenthusiastic effect on purchasing habits
of customers where as uniqueness has a positive effect on
purchasing habits of customers. Related to traditions, a low
context language influences more positive attitudes to
outrageous promotion than an elevated background verbal
communication (Liu et al., 2009). About the sociodemographic and civilizing-social points, customer
sentiments can be unenthusiastic & optimistic or both at the
same time individual emotional ambivalence.
Sabri (2012) defined individual poignant hesitation as a
situation when two conflicting sentiments exhibit at the
similar occasion. When studying outrageous promotion with
parents or children, the customer toggle off the TV channel
or go away the room to admire belief or learning. on the
other hand, they do not observe anything incorrect through
inspecting outrageous promotion being single-handedly. To
recognize the power of socio-cultural factors and sociodemographic to customer insight of outrageous promotion, it
is significant to know how customer insight of outrageous
promotion influences purchasing manners.
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2.

Fig 1.
Socio-cultural and socio-demographic factors
Influence and customer insight of outrageous promotion .
Ref: Sabri (2012), Sawang (2010), Liu et al. (2009), Dahl et
al. (2009), Dahl and Sengupta (2008),
Hypothetical Approach of affect of outrageous
promotion:
Sentiments due to outrageous promotion motivate the
customer to decide or not to decide the meticulously
promoted goods. The narrative shows that customer
purchasing manners is separated into optimistic and
unenthusiastic, according to customer insight of outrageous
promotion.
Waller (2005) illustrates that optimistic
customer manners comprises procuring the promoted goods
or distributed optimistic in sequence from word of mouth
and unenthusiastic customer manners comes from beginning
to end distributed unenthusiastic in order regarding
promoted goods. Scientists have not arrived at to any
harmony about optimistic or unenthusiastic affect of
outrageous promotion to customer purchasing manners.
Waller (2005) condemns the unenthusiastic belief
concerning the affect on customer purchasing manners and
disagreed to facilitate if the affect was unenthusiastic,
outrageous promotion would decline to utilize one of the
realize to boost manufactured goods auction.
Zeb and Javed (2011), Salimi (2012), Ortega-S (2011),
Pettersson and Andersson (2004), Dahl and Sengupta
(2008), Furnham and Parker (2007),
described that
optimistic customer purchasing manners come up to through
discriminate promoted goods from former challenging
products and growing auction quantities, while Newstead
and Wight (2010), Obermiller and Sabri (2011), Kerr et al.
(2012) Krstic (2007), Hwa and Prendergast (2002),
illustrated that unenthusiastic purchasing manners affect
diminished auctioned quantity, customer denial of using
promoted goods and still customer grievances. A simplest
system of knowing the effect of outrageous promotion to
customer purchasing activities is the observing of enlarged
or reduced sales quantities. To recognize the motives of
customer purchasing activities, it is correct to appraise
socio-demographic and socio-cultural features like age,
gender, religiousness, ethical philosophy, high-low
circumstances language, and individualism-collectivism.
1. Age: It is important factor which influence customer
insight of outrageous promotion. Liu et al. (2009)
discloses that youthful customers include more
optimistic approach to outrageous promotion then the
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grown-up customers. This is established by Hwa and
Prendergast (2002) who started out those customers who
were above 40 years were more possibly to reject
promoted products than the youthful customers. Barry
and Brugiere (2011) illustrated that youthful customers
will have a optimistic belief to outrageous promotion and
it will not include unenthusiastic affect to their
purchasing activities. Grown-up customers through one
accord settled that they would not similar to to be
recognized with the promoted product so they will prefer
erstwhile product.
Gender: Dahl et al. (2009) establish out with the
purpose that there are dissimilarity in eloquent
outrageous promotion among women and men.
Women‟s unenthusiastic responses to sexual perspective
outrageous promotion depend on expertise and
companionable of ethical and communal philosophy in
outrageous promotion. On the other way, expertise and
companionable of ethical and communal philosophy in
outrageous promotion does not influence men‟s
unenthusiastic insight of outrageous promotion. Dahl et
al. (2009) also states that suitable choice of outrageous
promotion substance can definitely influence the
customer insight of outrageous promotion in association
towards gender.
Religiousness (2012): Sabri (2012) found to facilitate
customer purchasing manners depends on religiosity.
Additional spiritual individuals do not know outrageous
promotion and also promoted product. This is positively
there in Muslim nations. The results of Sabri (2012)
states that customers of Morocco include sentiments like
guilt, dishonour, and puzzlement when seeing shocking
advertising. They say that shocking advertisement
violates religious principles and exclamation regarding
that promotion is as well unfortunate. French customers
are fewer spiritual and extra moderate. Sabri (2012)
established that in bid to observe outrageous promoting
optimistic, customers must be fewer spiritual. It is
assured that extra religious customer powers of nature
have a unenthusiastic estimation about outrageous
promotion and it has unenthusiastic affact on customer
purchasing activities and vice versa.
Ethical philosophy: Sabri (2012) revealed about inner
divergence between ethics and personal values, and a
state with the aim of outrageous promotion does not
influence consumer insight of scandalous promotion.
The cause why customers did not acquire promoted
products is the ethical stage in their customs and nation.
If the ethical stage in the nation is elevated, customers
will include a unenthusiastic move towards outrageous
promotion and it will unenthusiastically influence their
purchasing activities. Moroccan consumers would not
buy advertised goods as compared to French consumers.
Ethical philosophies also affect a optimistic or
unenthusiastic customer insight of outrageous promotion
that put an effect on optimistic or unenthusiastic
customer purchasing manners.
Individualism-Collectivism: Ifezue (2010) and Sawang
(2010) did an experiential study to analysis on customer
insight of outrageous promotion in Asian and American
arena. There is advanced individuality widespread in
American customs, while
Asian
customs
is
additionally collectivised.
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They also exposed that American customers include
additional optimistic view to sexual background
outrageous promotion while Asian customers have
unenthusiastic view to sexual background outrageous
promotion. It is described by the larger addition to
ethical philosophy in Asian customs than American
customs. Superior ethical philosophies persuade
unenthusiastic customer insight of outrageous promotion
that effect on unenthusiastic customer purchasing
performance and vice versa.
6. High-Low background verbal communication: It is
not as significant as erstwhile variables which persuade
customer purchasing activities. However Liu et al.
(2009) shown that traditions with elevated conditions
verbal communication are collectivised i.e. customers
arrange to get circuitous promotions whereas in
individualistic civilization with a short condition verbal
communication dominates – customers organize to
acquire straight promotion. These tendency affect
customers‟ optimistic or unenthusiastic consideration to
outrageous promotion i.e. a elevated background verbal
communication in collectivised countries enhances
unenthusiastic customer purchasing activities and a small
conditions verbal communication in characteristic
countries enhances optimistic purchasing activities.
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Fig 2. Effect of outrageous promotion to customer
purchasing manners

Std.
Error

This model was made with mention to the workings of
outrageous promotion (based on Petterrsson & Anderson
(2004); Dahl et al.(2003), Byrne & Baron (1977); based on
Paul & Vezina (1994); Houston & Childers (1984); Severn
et al. (1990)), studies the socio-demographic and culturalsocial factors which put effect on customer insight of
outrageous endorsement (Liu et al. (2009), based on Sabri
(2012); Sawang (2010); Dahl et al. (2009); Dahl & Sengupta
(2008); Hofstede (1991)), based on Dens et al. (2008);
Stevens et al. (2003); Janssens et al. (2007); Armstrong &
Kotler (1987), Aaker (2002); based on Pettersson and
Andersson (2004); Burke & Edell (1987); Dahl et al.
(2003); based on Ortega-S (2011); Waller et al. (2005);
Shimp (2003); Obermiller & Sabri (2011); based on
Manceau (2006)).
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Fq Table:

Analysis: Out of the total population 38.5% respondents have st -
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Analysis: Out of the total population 33.3% respondents
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Analysis: Out of the total population 28.2% respondents
have st +ve effect on consumers by showing impropriety.

Analysis: Out of the total population 30.8% respondents
have st -ve effect on consumers by showing sexual
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Analysis: Out of the total population 43.6% respondents
have st -ve effect on consumers by showing moral

Analysis: Out of the total population 48.7% respondents

offensiveness.

have Nu impact on consumers by showing profanity.
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Analysis: Out of the total population 30.8% respondents
have st -ve effect on consumers by showing religious
taboos.
Histogram:

2.

Non Parametric test: one sample, alpha – 0.05, CI
Level - 95
Source: Field Survey

T-Test:
One-Sample Test
Test Value = 0
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Source: Field Survey

By Showing Religious
Taboos

Source: Field Survey
Analysis:
Since the sig. (2-tailed) values
of above seven variables are
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less than 0.05 i.e. 0.000 so all the seven variables are
significant. This means that these seven variables have an
impact of shocking advertising on consumer behaviour.
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CONCLUSION:

This research paper found the effectiveness of
shock advertising on consumer behaviour. There are
following contributions. Many respondents have strong
negative effect on consumers if disgusting images are shown
in the advertisement. Some of the respondents have shown
strong positive effect if disgusting images are shown in the
advertisement. Many respondents feels a strong negative
effect if sexual references are shown in the advertisement.
Some have less positive effect if sexual references are
shown in the advertisement. Most of the respondents have
neither positive nor negative impact if profanity is shown in
the advertisement but few have positive impact if profanity
is shown in the advertisement. Most of the respondents have
negative impact if vulgarity is shown in the advertisement
but few have positive impact also if vulgarity is shown in
the advertisement. Some of the respondents have positive
and some have negative impact if impropriety is shown in
the advertisement. Most of the respondents have negative
impact if the moral offensiveness is shown in the
advertisement. Very few respondents show a positive impact
if the moral offensiveness is shown in the advertisement.
Many respondents show negative impact if religious taboos
are shown in the advertisement.
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